WE'LL MEET AGAIN.

Moderato.

Words & Music
by W. T. FRANCIS

When we parted in the springtime you and
With your hands close folded in my own I

I prayed
That a love like ours might never be

sighed
Till a ray of hope like sunshine after rain
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hope my love that we should meet a
again, Should meet a 
gain, Shall meet a 
gain

Tempo di Valse.

So loved one trust on, For soon shadows are gone, That have

caused two fond hearts to re-pine Say farewell to your

fevers, smile a - gain through your tears, that the world may be filled with sun -
shine, with sunshine  So loved one trust on,  For soon shadows are gone,  That have

caused two fond hearts to repine  Say farewell to your fears, smile a

gain through your tears, that the world may be filled with sunshine, with sun-

Tempo 1.

shine, filled with sunshine with sunshine.